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Piranesi's Imitation of the Classics

Abstract
SCHOLARS HAVE sometimes defined classicism as a debate between copying and representation. Speaking of the French artist Nicolas Poussin, art historian Richard T. Neer claimed: "Copying is the death of art, because a Copy is not really a picture in Poussin's understanding of the term: lacking idealization or elevation, it is just the replication of Nature."¹ For Poussin, the "most deplorable" example of this kind of copying is printmaking, considered here as the unthinking production of the original.² Poussin contrasts this to painting, which he claims has a literary and intellectual quality.
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Piranesi’s Imitation of the Classics

Scholars have sometimes defined classicism as a debate between copying and representation. Speaking of the French artist Nicolas Poussin, art historian Richard T. Neer claimed: “Copying is the death of art, because a Copy is not really a picture in Poussin’s understanding of the term: lacking idealization or elevation, it is just the replication of Nature.” For Poussin, the “most deplorable” example of this kind of copying is printmaking, considered here as the unthinking production of the original. Poussin contrasts this to painting, which he claims has a literary and intellectual quality.

While these critiques may have been valid in the context of seventeenth-century France, we can observe how Italian architect and printmaker Giovanni Battista Piranesi added a representational quality to his etchings. Through his prints, Piranesi debated with intellectuals and artists in France and England about the origins of Roman art itself and the limits of classicism. For example, instead of claiming that Roman art’s status was due to its Greek predecessors, Piranesi instead emphasized the influence of the Etruscans, the first inhabitants of Italy before the Romans arrived. More specifically, drawing on ideas posited by his mentor Matteo Lucchesi (1705–1776), Piranesi argued that Doric columns were actually invented by the Etruscans and only later renamed the Doric style by the Greeks.

Even though one of the goals of Piranesi’s prints was to emphasize the uniquely Roman quality of its architecture, the Rome that the public encountered in the eighteenth century was a city in ruins. Piranesi wrote: “When I saw in Rome how most of the remains of the ancient buildings lay scattered through gardens and ploughed fields . . . I resolved to preserve them by means of engravings. I have therefore drawn these ruins with all possible exquisiteness.” In other words, Piranesi needed printmaking to “make ideas of Rome through pictures,” reconstructing Rome as the ideal locus classicus. To achieve this goal, he argued for the right of the artist to draw on diverse classical sources, excavating as much knowledge as possible about a subject and then infusing that knowledge into his representations. In this archaeological sense, Piranesi transforms printmaking into an imitative and representational art form, relaying meaning through a dialogue with previous intellectual traditions.

Taking this view of classicism as his point of departure, Piranesi began perhaps his most famous collection of etchings of Roman architecture, the Views of Rome, in 1747 and continued work on it until his death in 1778. As distinct from his previous print projects, designed for an elite public in order to garner prestige for the artist, these etchings constituted a more commercial effort to sell the grandeur of Rome through a series of souvenir images.

Temple of the Sibyl, Tivoli (fig. 105) is one of Piranesi’s Views of Rome. Formerly known as Tibur, Tivoli was an appropriate location to emphasize the Etruscan roots of Roman architecture, since Tibur was one of the five great cities of Latium that
Aeneas conquered as he was establishing Rome. By emphasizing the interconnectedness between Rome and Tivoli, Piranesi also reinforced the degree to which Roman art and architecture imitates its Latin predecessors. By the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, Tivoli was recognized as one of Rome’s foundational cities and was a favorite site for Piranesi to depict.

In addition to harking back to Rome’s Latin past, *Temple of the Sibyl* also accentuates the prophetic aspect of Piranesi’s artistic project. This can best be seen if we consider how the sibyls were interpreted prophetically not only by Greco-Roman mythology but also medieval Christendom. According to Roman mythology, the sibyls were oracles who not only protected the local gods of various Greek and Roman cities but also possessed the gift of divination. Tivoli, in particular, was associated with the Tiburtine Sibyl, who forstold to Augustus the birth of Jesus and Constantine’s conversion to Christianity. While the religious overtones of the prophecy are not immediately apparent in Piranesi’s print, one could say that it presents the sibyl’s temple as a heavenly altar where viewers can reflect on art’s relationship to its sources and the most appropriate means of imitating the classics.

**NOTES**

2. Ibid., 308.

4 Ibid., 8.

5 Ibid., 5.

6 Ibid., 14.

7 For example, the city of Tibur and the river that encircles it are featured prominently as one of the boundaries of the new nation of Rome, which Aeneas surveys in book 7 of *The Aeneid*: “And when the next day rose to scan the land / with its first light, they go by separate ways / to search the city out, its boundaries and / the coastline of that nation. These, they find, / are pools and fountains of Numinicus; / and this, the river, Tiber; / here, the home / of sturdy Latins.” Virgil, *The Aeneid*, trans. Allen Mandelbaum (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1971), 7.190-96.
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